Information on the hotel and how to get there
Directions
The AM Workshop will take place at Hotel Tomislavov Dom, Mt. Medvednica in Croatia. The address is
Sljemenska cesta 24, Sljeme, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia. For more details check their website:
http://www.sljeme.hr/default.aspx?id=110. Mt. Medvednica is located in central Croatia, north of Zagreb.
Most of it is covered in forest and protected as a Nature Park. Sljeme, the higher region of the mountain, is
frequently visited by mountaineers, cyclists, recreationists, skiers and hikers, to enjoy the nature and healthy
recreation.

How to get there:
1) By public transport
a) From Zagreb Airport Pleso to Zagreb Bus Terminal (Autobusni kolodvor)
There is a bus line directly connecting Zagreb Airport Pleso (Franjo Tuđman) to the Zagreb Bus Terminal
(located in the city center). The bus line operates from 7:00 to 20:00, with buses leaving every 30 min
(http://www.plesoprijevoz.hr/en/page/timetable). The price of a bus ticket is 30 HRK (€ 4), and the journey
takes approximately 30 min.
b) From Zagreb city centre to Mihaljevac (at the foot of Mt. Medvednica)
• Zagreb Bus Terminal (Autobusni kolodvor) – Mihaljevac
Tram line no. 8 connects Zagreb Bus Terminal to Mihaljevac (only on working days). Tram station (Autobusni
kolodvor) is located across from Zagreb Bus Terminal. Tram line No. 8 operates on the route Autobusni
kolodvor –Mihaljevac and you should get off, after 11 stops, at the last stop (Mihaljevac) The price of a tram
ticket is 10 HRK (1,3 €), and the journey takes approximately 30 min.
During weekend days tram line no. 8 is not operating. Tram line no. 6 and connection to tram no. 14 should be
used. Tram station (Autobusni kolodvor) is located across from Zagreb Bus Terminal. Take tram no. 6 (direction
Črnomerec) and get off after 5 stops at the Trg Bana Josipa Jelačića, where you take tram line no. 14 (direction
Mihaljevec) across the street and you get off, after 7 stops, at the last stop (Mihaljevac). Price of the tram
ticket is 10 HRK (1,3 €), and the journey takes approximately 40 min. Tram lines no. 6 and 14 operate every 815 minutes.
• Zagreb Central Railway Station (Glavni kolodvor) – Mihaljevac
Tram line no. 8 connects Zagreb city center to Mihaljevac (only on working days). Tram station (Branimirova) is
located 6 min walk from Central Railway Station.

Tram line no. 8 operates on the route: Branimirova –– Mihaljevac and you should get off, after 9 stops, at the
last stop (Mihaljevac). Price of the tram ticket is 10 HRK (1,3 €), and the journey takes approximately 30 min.
On weekdays tram line no 8 operates every 12-17 minutes.

During weekend days tram line no. 8 is not operating. Tram line no. 6 and connection to tram no. 14 should be
used. Tram station (Glavni kolodvor) is located across from Zagreb Central Railway Station. Take tram no. 6
(direction Črnomerec) and get off after 2 stops at the Trg Bana Josipa Jelačića, where you take tram line no. 14
(direction Mihaljevec) across the street and you get off, after 7 stops, at the last stop (Mihaljevac). Price of the
tram ticket is 10 HRK (1,3 €), and the journey takes approximately 35 min. Tram lines no. 6 and 14 operate
every 8-15 minutes.
c) From Mihaljevac (at the foot of Mt. Medvednica) to Tomislavov Dom
Bus line no. 140 connects Mihaljevac to Tomislavov Dom. You can see the bus timetable here:
http://www.zet.hr/userdocsimages/voznired/140.pdf - red colored lines go to Tomislavov Dom with slightly
longer route (up to 10 minutes longer). Price of the bus ticket is 10,00 HRK (1,3 €), and the journey takes
approximately 45 min.
2) By taxi
We recommend the use of following taxi services or UberX:
EKO TAXI
http://www.ekotaxi.hr/en/
Phone: 1414
Prices: 8,80 HRK start (1,2 €), 6 HRK (0,8 €) per km
Zagreb Airport Pleso - Tomislavov Dom: ~ 230 HRK (30 €)
Zagreb center - Tomislavov Dom: ~ 155 HRK (21 €)
Zagreb Bus Terminal (Autobusni kolodvor) – Mihaljevac: 55 HRK (7,5€)

RADIO TAXI ZAGREB
http://radiotaxizagreb.com/en/
Phone: 1717
Prices: 10 HRK (1,3 €) start, 6 HRK (0,8 €) per km
Zagreb Airport Pleso - Tomislavov Dom: ~ 230 HRK (30 €)
Zagreb center - Tomislavov Dom: ~ 155 HRK (21 €)
Zagreb Bus Terminal (Autobusni kolodvor) – Mihaljevac: 55 HRK (7,5€)
The hotel and venue
The AM Workshop will take place at Hotel Tomislavov Dom, Mt. Medvednica, Croatia. The address is
Sljemenska cesta 24, Sljeme, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia. For more details refer to the hotel website:
http://www.sljeme.hr/default.aspx?id=110.
Within the period of the event we have negotiated an all-inclusive price for all participants, trainers and
coaches. The following room rates apply during the 5-day workshop (Sunday 6th November – Friday 11th
November) and include all meals, coffee breaks and tourist taxes. These rates exclude alcoholic beverages and
other additional consumptions not provided during the workshop.
Single room: HRK 350 / approximately* € 46 per person
Double room standard: HRK 296 / approximately* € 39 per person
Double room comfort: HRK 305 / approximately* € 40 per person
Double room comfort can be used as triple room with an extra bed HRK 290 / approximately* € 38 per
person *
* Euro prices based on exchange rate of 7.50 (not fixed).
Swimming pool and wellness facilities are free of use for all participants. The hotel, conference venues and
restaurant are wheel chair accessible and one room is adapted for people with special requirements.

Note: Hotel Tomislavov Dom accepts payment by cash, credit/debit card (VISA, MasterCard, Maestro,
American Express). There are no banks or ATM in the hotel. The closest banks and ATMs that you can find are
in Zagreb. You can exchange money in hotel Tomislavov Dom with 3% provision.
Weather and other practical issues
At the beginning of November the weather is likely to be cold. There will be sunny days but as we are in the
mountains we should also be prepared for some rain and wind. The average daytime temperature in this area
in November is 10-15°C.
Travel tips
Local currency
The local currency is Kuna (HRK) composed of 100 Lipa. The HRK is tied to EUR at the approximate rate 1 € =
7,50 HRK. Currency exchange can be done at banks, large hotels and independent currency exchange offices
where rates are clearly displayed. Most credit cards are widely accepted. ATMs are widespread. The valueadded tax (VAT) of 25% is included in all prices quoted in Croatia.
Local food and drinks
Croatian cuisine is quite diverse so it is hard to say what meal is most typically Croatian. In Hrvatsko Zagorje
and Central Croatia pasta filled with cheese called štrukli is a famous delicacy, as is purica s mlincima (baked
turkey with a special kind of pastry). Sir i vrhnje (sour cream with cottage cheese) can be bought fresh on the
Zagreb main market Dolac. Ćevapi and sarma, two dishes widely popular in the South and Eastern Europe are
also considered as local. Ćevapi are seasoned minced meat shaped in finger-size portions served in bread and
often covered with onions. Sarma are sauerkraut rolls filled with minced meat and rice.
Except widespread hamburgers and pizzas, Croatian fast food market is saturated with bakeries. Burek, a type
of cheese-pastry, would be common choice in bakeries although they will have good selection of other pastries.
The most popular alcoholic beverages in the country are beer, wine and various herb and fruit liqueurs.
Croatians enjoy their coffee, so find some time for espresso, cappuccino of caffè latte in one of numerous cafes
in Zagreb.
Local time zone
Croatia time is in the Central European Time Zone. Central European Standard Time (CET) is 1 hour ahead of
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT+1).
For an indication of prices in Croatia:
Espresso
6-10 HRK
Cappucino
7-11 HRK
Domestic beer
13-16 HRK
Pizza slice (fast food)
10 HRK

We wish you a nice trip!

